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A few years ago now I argued that causation, while not a relation of fundamental physics, was nevertheless pragmatically indispensable (Eagle 2007a). A number of other philosophers made similar arguments around the same time (Price 2007; Menzies 2007), and there are many precedents in the literature. Here I want to revisit these arguments with the benefit of hindsight. I don't in essence disagree with what I said back then, but I think what I say here both significantly clarifies my earlier discussion and advances things to some degree.

In the first part of the present chapter I start with the role of causal models in the human sciences (§1), and attempt to explain why it is not possible to straightforwardly ground such models in fundamental physics (§2). This suggests that further constraints, going beyond physics, are needed to legitimate such models (§3). These supplementary constraints could be reified, but that would seem to conflict with the completeness of physics (§4). A response is to emphasise the
practical role of causal talk (§5), and I suggest that a fictionalist approach might be worth exploring. After clarifying fictionalism as a general approach (§6), in §§7, 8, 9 I try to carry out in some detail the project of clarifying what a fictionalist attitude to causation would involve.

1 Causation in the Human Sciences

Ramsey observed that

from the situation when we are deliberating seems to arise the general difference of cause and effect. We are then engaged not on disinterested knowledge or classification ... but on tracing the different consequences of our possible actions. (Ramsey [1929] 1990, 158)

Cartwright (1979) makes the related point that causes are vital in drawing a distinction between effective and ineffective strategies for attaining our desired ends. When we are deciding which actions to perform, we ought generally to pursue actions which genuinely promote our goals. The standard decision theoretic approach to deliberation says we ought to pursue those actions with the greatest expected value to us (Peterson 2017). Here 'expectation' is a probabilistic notion; Cartwright's central point is that the probabilities involved need to capture causal information (1979, 431).

Some strategies can be seen to be ineffective on purely statistical grounds. The probability of being susceptible to mind reading, conditional on wearing a tin foil hat, is very low. But that is due to the low unconditional probability of mind reading, which is probabilistically independent of tin-foil-hat-wearing. This is an ineffective strategy because it is probabilistically irrelevant. By contrast, there was a strong non-accidental association between the construction of airstrips and the delivery of clothing, medicine, and other technologically advanced goods throughout Melanesia during World War II. But the 'cargo cult' strategy of constructing mock airstrips didn't further the participants goals, because the association was the symptom of a common cause. Building airstrips was an ineffective strategy because it involved probabilistic dependence without causal relevance. An effective strategy would have probabilistic dependence that was backed by causal relevance: for example, the strong association between the deployment of malaria nets and the decreased incidence of childhood malaria is backed by a plausible causal mechanism (Levitz et al. 2018).

The human sciences – the social sciences, health and medical science – are focussed not on 'disinterested knowledge', but on providing a basis for action to improve people's lives (given some antecedent conception of wellbeing). It is not

1 The real anthropological story, of course, is more complex (Lindstrom 1993).
surprising, then, that even cursory glance at the literatures of the human sciences suggests they are replete with invocations of causation. Attributions of blame and responsibility, evaluations for the efficacy of interventions, and tests to discriminate causal from non-causal associations are basic parts of the standard conceptual toolkit in economics (Hoover 2008), public policy (Cartwright and Hardie 2012), clinical medicine (Williamson 2019; Stovitz and Shrier 2019), and public health (Hill 1965; Lucas and McMichael 2005), among many others. The key results – and the principal reasons for our interest in these fields – are causal claims: claims that a certain drug, or public health initiative, will lower the incidence of negative outcomes from illness or disease (i.e., cause them to be less frequent); or that adoption of some policy will promote a desirable social or economic outcome. Across these fields we see a trans-disciplinary deployment of techniques of statistical causal inference to secure such results. These techniques aim to deliver exactly what Cartwright argued is needed to discriminate effective strategies: a way of identifying non-causal (‘spurious’) associations (Granger 1969; Simon 1977; Suppes 1970; Pearl 2000, 42–57).

However, these techniques are often strikingly empiricist, in the ancient sense (Dawes 2017, sec. 3.3): theoretical mechanisms are discounted in favour of observed associations among the values of random variables, preferably ascertained by a systematic review of randomised controlled trials (Howick et al. 2011). The evidence consists of observable values of random variables, a theoretically-laden classification of ‘raw experience’ into usable data. These random variables partition (‘coarse-grain’) the space of possible outcomes into classes whose members all agree on the value of that variable. The variables whose values can be aggregated into statistical data cannot be arbitrary functions from outcomes – to be data, different outcomes must be observably distinct from one another, so that the value of the variable in a given state can be discerned. For these variables are to be set exogeneously in the causal model, rather than having their values fixed endogenously within the model, and while purely theoretical variables could in principle play this role, in practice the values of exogenous variables are determined by statistical observation. This refined empirical data is then used to generate a causal model depicting a pattern of relations between the random variables (they may postulate unobservable hidden variables too). Generally, there are many models consistent with the data, and we prune the models by eliminating any that don’t capture all and only the observed statistical dependencies between variables. This process can terminate in a unique model only in the case where there are no hidden variables. These models give us causal relations that accord, more or less, with key platitudes about causation that might be taken to constitute a ‘folk theory’ (Norton 2003, sec. 2.5): that causes temporally precede their effects, that causation is acyclic, that causes make their effects happen.

In practice, only some of the causally relevant factors are identified as causes,
others being relegated to *background (or boundary)* conditions. The distinction here is grounded in the possibility of intervention, the manipulation of a causal variable in such a way as to isolate its impact on some effect variable. A genuine cause is such that manipulating it can trigger a corresponding difference in value in the effect variable, in a way that manipulating a non-cause cannot (Eagle 2007a, 167). The technique of randomised experiments (Fisher 1935), deriving ultimately from Mill’s ‘method of difference’ (Mill [1874] 1974, bks. III, ch. VIII, §§82–3), is a widespread application of this idea, where the randomization of subjects to treatment and control groups aims to ensure match of causally relevant properties, and hence to enable any treatment effect to be observed in the aggregate impact on the effect variable. Without the possibility of intervention, this methodology is unrealizable. It may be unrealizable in practice anyway, but causal inference techniques rely on the mathematical possibility of intervention so as to ‘sever’ a causal variable from potential confounders (Pearl 2000, 157–58, 348–51). There is no reason why we can’t define a variable whose values are grounded in conditions across a vast swathe of space and time, but obviously such a variable could not have its values arbitrarily fixed by local experimental interventions. Moreover, such variables block the application of standard inference techniques, because their presence in the model potentially undermine the ability to isolate causes from their effects by surgery on a structural equation model. For this reason, the grounds for the values of causal variables are typically localised in space and time.

Even in those sciences where the randomized controlled trial is deprecated in favour of *models*, such as engineering or geology, local variables play a key role. The construction of a causal model in those fields is not theory-neutral, as RCTs promise to be, but rests on a particular conception of causal mechanisms as *connections* between variables. The mechanism is a ‘black box’; to understand the mechanism is to open the box and examine the detailed linkages between parts of the process within. In this light, a mechanism can be contained, being itself localised and having localisable parts. As Woodward puts it,

> Mechanisms consist of parts, the behavior of which conforms to generalizations that are invariant under interventions, and which are modular in the sense that it is possible in principle to change the behavior of one part independently of the others. (Jim Woodward 2002, S366; see also Cartwright 1999)

From all this, a picture emerges: the causes involved in the human sciences and many non-fundamental branches of natural science are manipulable, spatio-temporally localised event types; and an ideal causal model in such a science should, while reflecting observed statistical associations, also give us grounds for deciding which interventions are effective in making desired outcomes happen.
2 Effective Strategies and Physical Laws

As many have observed (Norton 2003; Field 2003; Latham 1987; Russell 1913; Cartwright 1979; Frisch 2014; Price 2007), the construction of causal models in the human and special sciences is strikingly different from what goes on in the development of our most fundamental theories in physics. This is evident in both method and product. In method: because of the central role of theory in physical prediction and explanation, the principal direct aim is to discover experimental grounds for the acceptance of theories. Protocols like RCTs, which aim to establish causal conclusions without the intermediating role of models or theories, are thus much less relevant to the epistemic goals of physics. Mechanical models are more theoretically freighted, but even there significant isolating assumptions are required – most notably, robustness to variation in boundary conditions and localized encapsulation of the mechanism. These assumptions are absent in fundamental physics, which tends to have global ambitions.

These observations about method shouldn’t be pressed too hard. Causal models, like those constructed via the graph-theoretic approach to causal structure (Pearl 2000; Spirtes, Glymour, and Scheines 2000), are clearly theories about unobserved aspects behind the statistical data. Even more obviously, mechanical models in geology, engineering, etc., make explicit and extensive use of global mathematised physical theory (though under idealizing ‘small world’ assumptions). Maybe, despite not making any notable use of causal inference algorithms and going far beyond mechanistic reasoning, fundamental physics is also producing theories that are causal, through and through. It would be surprising if this is so, given how important a role substantive causal assumptions are in causal inference – as Cartwright (1989, ch. 2) has it, ‘No causes in, no causes out’ – and how little evidence in physics of any such assumptions being made. Still, perhaps physics uses a different means to arrive at the same causal end.

Accordingly, the main ground for thinking that causal structure is of less importance in physics lies in the content of the theories produced by physics. The theories of classical mechanics, relativity, and quantum mechanics don’t involve localised causal variables in any obvious way. The don’t involve any inference to dependency from coarse-grained associations between the occupants of assorted chunks of space and time. Those theories, quite different in detail, can be nevertheless all be understood very abstractly as involving a complex, perhaps many-dimensional, space (a spacetime manifold, or maybe a higher-order ‘configuration space’ in the case of some views of quantum mechanics), over which space are given geometric fields characterising the metric structure of the space, and material fields’ characterising its occupants and the values of various phys-

\[ I \text{ am intentionally abstract here, attempting to capture the stress-energy tensor of GR and the quantum wave function under a single description.} \]
ical quantities (Earman 1986, 32:24; Maudlin 2021; Wallace and Timpson 2010; Ney 2015; Albert 2013). Different models of these theories involve different specifications of the values of these fields across the fundamental space; that which all models of a given theory agree on fixes the laws of a given theory. A theory is thus a family of constraints on the compossible global distributions of field values across spacetime (or configuration space), ‘all at once’ as it were. These theories don’t in any obvious way involve the production of the field values over time. Causation involves making things happen, and nothing in these models is a good candidate making relation.3

One obvious reply is that we ought not to look at the theory presented as a ‘timeless block’. To do so misses out any dynamics in the theory, and doubtless the dynamics are candidate causal relations. In standard formulations, the geometrical structure of the underlying space of a theory will permit the specification of dynamical principles that govern how the material field qualities realised at some region are linked to those at nearby regions. For example, in a geometry which permits objective simultaneity relations, there will be instantaneous properties instantiated at times which correspond to rates of change in physical properties over time. The dynamics specifies how these instantaneous rates are linked to the instantiation of the property of which they are rates. For example, velocity is a rate of change of position, and a dynamics will specify how material velocities at some time are linked to material positions at nearby times. The dynamics, presented as a family of differential equations, give rise to the same timeless block model in terms of the global pattern of property instantiation. But the dynamics generates such a block from the bottom up, constraining how the states of different regions can be patched together to form a nomologically coherent whole.

With our interest in causation, the relevance of the dynamics derives from a proposal to understand dynamical laws as causal laws: the local state at some region causing the states that surround it. But despite an etymological affinity, dynamical laws don’t fit the profile of properly causal models established in §1. For one, the constraints on stitching states together don’t generally have any temporal orientation: a local state constrains its preceding neighbourhood no less than its succeeding neighbourhood. These are ‘laws of association’ (Cartwright 1979, 419), where the contents of a given region sufficient to fix the contents of other regions will fix its whole surroundings, not just its future surroundings. To get causes here, we need to stipulate that only precedent regions can count as causes.

More importantly, generically these dynamics do not give rise to dependence relations between localised states. Fix on some local state as a putative effect.

Sometimes people talk of relations in such theories using causal language; for example, sometimes the lightcone structure in special relativity is called its ‘causal structure’ (Curiel 2021). But on closer inspection this turns out to be ‘causal’ only in the sense that if spacetime points are spacelike separated (outside the lightcone), that is sufficient for them not to be causally connectible of causal relations between them. No causal connections need be instantiated.
What generates that local state is enough of its neighbourhood to fix its character, given the dynamics. But this will generally not be itself a localised region. Take the case of relativity, which at least imposes some requirement of locality (through having an upper bound on physical velocity). Any spacelike surface intersecting the past light cone at a point \( p \) will fix the character of \( p \); any less will not be enough information for the dynamics to work with to establish what \( p \) is like. Such a surface is not typically very localised, and will generally encompass a very large region. Moreover any such surface will manage to fix the character of the effect. So, dynamically speaking, any arbitrary slice through the past light cone is a cause; all such slices are equally causes; and any proper subregion of such a slice is not enough to be a cause.

If we want an effective strategy for manipulating the contents of a given spacetime point \( p \), and we want to treat the dynamical laws as causal laws describing the operations of our strategy, then the targets of our interventions must be vast regions intersecting every trajectory of potential causal relevance. These include not only what we’d intuitively regard as potential causes, points along those trajectories which might be the paths of genuine causal (mechanical) processes leading to \( p \) – we must also specify the absence of certain events at any points on trajectories which could interfere with those processes. Such a specification will be completely undiscriminating, because every point in the past light cone is potentially occupied by an interfering event. This yields a notion of cause that is not the kind of thing that could be effectively manipulated; these ‘causes’ are too many, various, and far-flung. The dynamical laws tells us which events we need to specify in order to jointly fix the occurrence of the effect, but these events are not causes, because no humanly effective strategy can exploit or control them (Field 2003, 439). Likewise: take a discriminating recipe, that classifies some (but not all) localised spacetime regions as causes. We want causes that ‘make the difference’; but intervene on such a region, holding fixed all the other causes, and the dynamical laws will not give any determinate fix on any localised potential effect, because we need also to fix the status of any potential interferers. Dynamical laws can help in identifying effective local interventions only if those local interventions are physically isolated, so that there is no potential influence from outside the region of the local cause (Elga 2007). But of course ‘being isolated’ is not an intrinsic property of a region; to establish that the dynamics can count a localised region as a cause, it needs to be established somehow that the contents of its surroundings are non-interfering. The dynamics alone won’t establish this, because they are compatible with models in which local regions are not isolated.
3 Finding Causes in a Physical World

The upshot, I think, is this. Causal relations govern local interventions that effectively (but without guarantee) produce localised outcomes. The models of fundamental physics, even when represented dynamically, don’t involve any obvious role for such relations, nor any obvious candidates to be, or surrogate for, them. This leaves us with three main options: elimination, reduction, and supplementation.

Elimination was Russell’s preferred option:

the word ‘cause’ is so inextricably bound up with misleading associations as to make its complete extrusion from the philosophical vocabulary desirable. (Russell 1913, 1)

[causal laws] though useful in daily life and in the infancy of a science, tend to be displaced by quite different laws as soon as a science is successful. The law of gravitation will illustrate what occurs in any advanced science. In the motions of mutually gravitating bodies, there is nothing that can be called a cause, and nothing that can be called an effect; there is merely a formula. (Russell 1913, 13–14)

Perhaps if our interest lay purely in describing physical reality, Russell’s proposal would have some merit. But we ought not ‘displace’ our use of causal laws to identify effective strategies, in favour of the austere equations of fundamental physics. Even if it were practically possible to do so, many of our effective strategies aren’t deemed such by the fundamental laws. The use of mosquito nets is an effective strategy to decrease the prevalence of malaria. This high-level truth won’t fall out of the physics unaided; indeed, the pattern of correlations supporting the effectiveness of the strategy won’t fall out of physics unaided. (Thus eliminativists who retreat to pure physics can’t opt for ‘diet causation’, i.e., counterfactually robust correlations.) Certainly if we model an individual mosquito net and an individual mosquito as an isolated system we may be able to predict that the net will block any trajectory of the mosquito that begins on one side of the net and ends on the other. But this relies crucially on tacitly suppressing any possible interferers. Once we embed the mosquito net in the wider world, there will be many physically possible scenarios in which the net is rendered permeable to mosquitoes by some interfering process from outside the narrowly isolated system we were considering. Of course such scenarios are unlikely and not to be taken seriously in deliberation. But that judgment of unlikelihood, and the decision to set aside such scenarios when deliberating, isn’t motivated by the physics alone.

See also van’t Hoff (2022, sec. 2), who argues that causation must be a discriminating relation, and that ‘the insurmountable problem of selection’ entails that causation is a ‘relation which cannot be instantiated’.
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Quite generally, suppose we were to try and capture effective interventions in physics by looking at all models in which some local event is realized in some localized region $C$ – the kind of region we might conceivably intervene on in action. Turn the crank on the global dynamics in all of these models, and see what comes out in some target local region of interest $E$. We would get, in the general case, nothing especially interesting, because the nomological influence of the regions outside $C$ would swamp the influence of $C$ itself. (Here again: unless $C$ is a significant chunk of the past light cone of points in $E$, the contents of $C$ can be trumped by the contents of the region of the light cone outside $C$.) To get something out that shows the character of $C$ to fix the character of $E$, in the absence of knowing the system to be isolated, we’re going to have to have some sort of probability distribution over the possible contents of the rest of the initial value surface outside of $C$ (Elga 2007, 118). Such a distribution will allow us to say that, with high probability, intervening on $C$ will fix what happens at $E$ – assuming we assign higher probability to those physical possibilities where no interferers emerge from outside $C$ than to those possibilities containing one or more interferers. Even setting aside the difficulties in constructing a suitable probability function for use in causally-informed decision making – issues I return to below in §7 – nothing in the physics itself will give us such a probability distribution (Norton 2003, 9–10).

It might come from our background knowledge, where we just weight the actual world and those worlds similar to it more heavily than other physical possibilities that are more dissimilar to actuality. Or it might come from a general epistemic preference for simpler hypotheses.\textsuperscript{5} Neither way does this weighting come from the physics itself, which assigns no special nomological significance to actuality or to any credence distribution over physical possibilities.

This argument that we cannot satisfactorily provide surrogates for effective strategies in the models of pure physics is \textit{a fortiori} an argument against \textit{reduction of causal laws to physical laws} – for reducible causal laws would be perfect surrogates for themselves, assuming again that causal relations are central to the distinction between effective and ineffective strategies. So if we need causal relations to appeal to in deliberation and action, we’re going to need to accept that they go beyond the patterns in pure physics. Accordingly, we’re going to need to \textit{supplement} physics with additional structure in order to see how it can support causal models.

Obviously we could supplement the physics with enough background information to uniquely specify the actual course of events, perhaps a global initial condition if the physics is deterministic. That would avoid any difficulty with interferers, for physics supplemented with this much information entails the occurrence

\textsuperscript{5} The possibility in which there are no interferers outside $C$ is plausibly simpler than the worlds in which there are interferers, so a general Occamist preference for simpler hypothesis might make us weight those possibilities more highly, either in our rational credences, or in some \textit{a priori} logical probability that weights simplicity strongly (Solomonoff 1964).
of everything that actually happened. With this sort of information, however, there is no role for causation; even the idea of an effective strategy is redundant, given deliberation is otiose under such conditions. Prediction on the basis of some event \( C \) ought to be guided by the outcomes in some class of physical models in which \( C \) obtains (and the differences across a matched population of models otherwise alike in which \( C \) does not obtain). The whole class undermines prediction, because almost anything is possible (interferers, the effect coming to pass via some other potential pathway) if we allow arbitrary variation in the non-
\( C \)-grounding parts of the model. The narrowest class, the model corresponding to actuality, undermines causation because there is no sense to be made of marking \( C \) as a cause as opposed to any other condition accompanying a given outcome. So we need information that narrows the class of models in a way that shows the presence and absence of \( C \) to reliably indicate a certain effect. What sort of information will do this?

As above, we can add a probability distribution over the possible contents of the environment of a purported cause. This is modal information about what is likely possible for the surroundings of our cause. Another source of modal information that plays a similar role is counterfactual information, and the significance many accounts of causation give to counterfactuals reflects this (Lewis 1973; Hitchcock 2001; James Woodward 2003; Paul and Hall 2013). Counterfactuals concerning what would have been the case had \( A \) obtained impose some sort of structure over families of physical models. They divide all \( A \)-compatible models into those compatible with what would/might have been the case if it had been that \( A \), and those that, while they are compatible with \( A \), are not consistent with what might have been the case if \( A \).\(^6\) Indeed, even bare modal facts about what is possible for a given system will serve to supplement the physics, as long as they are facts about a species of possibility more restricted than nomological or physical possibility. For example, facts about what a given thing can or has the ability to do.

That causation requires supplemental facts that are not evident in models of fundamental physics also connects with observations made previously about the role of assumptions of isolation in order that the dynamics might support relations of local determination. When considering a given local region \( C \), such supplemental information will enable us to ‘prune’ the space of physically possible models that include \( C \). We can eliminate those models in which \( C \)'s surroundings are too improbable, or its surroundings depart too gratuitously from actuality, or are not surroundings that are realistically possible. That is: this additional information will serve to specify a quite narrow range of permissible assumptions.

\(^6\) This allows us to set aside certain \( A \)-compatible possibilities given the laws, for the purposes of deliberation. Of course setting a possibility aside, and assigning it a significance proportional to its probability, are not the same thing – but for many practical purposes they will yield the same deliberative verdicts.
about what the background surroundings of a given potential cause are like, and hold those fixed in the class of models while we ‘toggle’ \( C \) and note the effects of doing so. In the good case, such information will reassure us that ‘differences in distant matters of fact are unlikely to make a difference’ (Elga 2007, 110, my emphasis). And when distant matters of fact are unlikely to make a difference, we can for all practical purposes treat a given system as isolated from its surroundings. Sometimes, of course, the background information tells us that the system isn’t isolated, but its environment ‘exerts a uniform influence throughout’ (De- marest and Hicks 2021, 616). If so, the system is ‘quasi-isolated’, and the probabil- istic and counterfactual information tells us not that the causal region suffices to fix the character of an given effect by itself, but that it manages to make the difference between the effect having one character versus another, relative to that fixed background. When a system can be treated as isolated or quasi-isolated, the dynamical laws and our causal models can happily fit together.

Often, of course, we don’t have the slightest idea how to represent the variables of interest in our causal models in the vocabulary of fundamental physics. We might be able to come up with a causal model for the motion of a rock (Elga’s example) that derives from the dynamics and an assumption of isolation; we aren’t going to be able to do the same for epidemiology or agronomy. But the same assumptions of (quasi-)isolation continue to be important, perhaps even more so. In those cases we typically only have statistical data about macroscopic variables of interest, and no microphysical basis. To discriminate causal from non-causal associations we need some background information assuring us that any correlations that are not screened off by some other variable are indicative of causation. We also need some assurance that the causal surroundings permit genuine causes to appear as associations in the statistical data. (So they are not masked or interfered with – Hesslow (1976).) Both sorts of background information takes the form of assumptions that other possible explanations of the statistical data are excluded. And on what grounds do we exclude these other explanations? Typically, if they are too improbable (i.e., a given correlation is statistically significant for some stringent level of significance), or if invoking them would amount to a gratuitous departure from what we think would happen in similar cases (if we need to suppose some sort of ‘cosmic conspiracy’ in the surroundings to mask the role of a given variable).

Cartwright goes further, arguing that nothing less than information about causal factors will help us discriminate causal and non-causal associations: we need causal information in, to get causes out (Cartwright 1979, 423). Obviously an appeal to a causally homogenous background will provide modal information that performs the role played in the discussion above by probabilistic and counterfactual information, assuring us that our system is quasi-isolated from other potential influences. Cartwright’s invocation of causal information is, in effect,
an assumption that the system is quasi-isolated. Then a cause is something that plays a counterfactual or probabilistic difference-making role against a fixed background of other causes.\(^7\)

Let me sum up. Whether the supplementing information is causal or not, the consensus seems to be that causation cannot be located using the resources of physics alone. Information about causal dependencies provides information constraining what might happen more tightly than information about the local physical state does, even given the background physical laws. (Though not as tightly as the global prior physical state might, especially under determinism.) That tighter constraint is what makes such information useful for deliberation. (I give more details on how causal information plays a role in deliberation in §7.) To try and deliberate using just the resources of physics either requires an appeal to the voluminous body of potentially physically relevant information, which tightly constrains judgements about the outcomes of interventions, at the cost of being both cognitively unwieldy and recommending infeasibly global interventions; or appeals just to local information that provides little constraint on what a local intervention will entail. Moreover, identifying the kind of supplemental information that is needed seems to involve ideological resources that go beyond those of the physics: background information sufficient to fix causes isn’t physically distinctive, and plays no independently motivated role in the physics (unlike, say, the global background state or the past light cone).

This applies likewise to the information about probabilities and counterfactuals that play a role in grounding the distinction between effective and ineffective strategies: those too cannot be located in the resources of pure physics. Probabilistic or counterfactual dependence also supplements physical law to enhance prediction in the presence of only local physical information. Hence those who agree with Russell that causation is to be eliminated, but who think it can be adequately replaced in deliberation by talk of counterfactual dependence, are equally committed on my view to non-reductionism about effective strategies.\(^8\)

\(^7\) Appeals to modal and counterfactual information may also involve causation, though perhaps in a less overt way. For example, not just any counterfactual information helps us delineate the background against which a purported cause makes a difference to the data. Not just any truth that would have still obtained had \(P\) failed to obtain is part of the background against which \(P\) is to be evaluated as a potential cause, because if we allow backtracking counterfactuals (‘had \(P\) not occurred, then it would have to have been that \(P’\) [so as to ensure it is still the case that \(E\)]) then we end up treating background events as causally relevant. Arguably, drawing this distinction presupposes some causal information, as non-backtracking counterfactuals are ‘already assumed to be, in a broad sense, causal’ (Hitchcock 2007, 58). Even the notion of isolation itself might be a causal notion: ‘a system is isolated (in our sense) just in case all of the features that have causal influence on the suitably specified “output” state of the system go through the “input” states’ (Demarest and Hicks 2021, sec. 3.5).

\(^8\) Dorr (2016, sec. 7) is no causal eliminativist, but he does think ‘causal’ decision theory is better understood as relying on non-causal counterfactuals; likewise Hitchcock (2007) argues that actual causation plays no role in decision theory, though causal dependence, which is closely linked to counterfactuals, does. Finally, van’t Hoff (2022) offers a counterfactual decision theory, tailor-made for the causal eliminativist who wants to respond to the challenges of how to understand deliberation in the absence of causation. Her decision theory however relies explicitly
4 The Nature of Supplementation

The upshot of the foregoing is that the ground of a distinction between effective and ineffective strategies, one aligning neatly with our commonplace deliberations, cannot be found in basic physics. Assuming we wish to retain something like our present deliberative strategies, we need to supplement that physics in order to recover the distinction. This idea has precedent:

... we all believe in lots of distinctions physics ‘can’t see’. Arguably, ... all [fundamental physics] needs to describe the events with which it concerns itself are things like tiny particles, gigantic fields, and spacetime. Is there no difference, then, between groups of particles that make up larger wholes, and groups that do not? Should we conclude that, since physics does not mention things like dogs, there is no reason to believe in such things – as opposed to mere swarms of particles arranged in various canine shapes? (Zimmerman 2008, 219)

But there are various approaches to supplementation. These approaches differ on the question of the completeness of physics without causal laws. The moderate view takes physics to be complete insofar as it talks about physical entities, but that additional facts about causes and causal laws can be added, consistent with the underlying physics. The radical view regards physical and causal laws as making incompatible predictions about physical bodies, and hence physics not only needs causal supplementation, but revision.

Both of these approaches have difficulties. The radical view needs compelling evidence that the predictions of physics are inaccurate, and that where causal and physical predictions disagree, it is the causal predictions that are to be favoured. I know of no such evidence. There are plenty of arguments, of course, that we need to idealize and approximate in order to make use of physical models in local prediction and explanation (Cartwright 1983). But these do not amount to arguments that physical laws have empirical counter evidence when the global state is correctly specified. I’ll set aside, then, radical approaches.

Moderate supplementers think that physics is correct so far as it goes. A difficulty for this view comes from the further premise that, when it comes to physical facts, ‘as far as it goes’ is everywhere. That is: in principle, when it comes to prediction and explanation of claims about the motion of material bodies, the existence of a fundamental physical model renders other approaches dispensable, even if they are compatible with the underlying physics. Physics is ‘author-
itative when it comes to predicting and describing the production of physical events’ (Eagle 2007a, 174). In part this authority is captured by the claim that everything supervenes on the fundamental; fix how things are physically, and you fix how everything is. (That already blocks certain kinds of ‘emergentisms’ that would press for a robust autonomy for the special sciences.) But it is not just that everything supervenes on the physical: physics is complete: every physical event can be wholly described – and when so described, explained and predicted – in purely physical terms. There is, in principle, an exhaustive non-redundant physical account of every event – and as we’ve argued, that won’t be a causal account. It follows, again in principle, that there is no theoretical requirement for causal explanation of any event.

This is obviously only a very rough and sketchy glance at an argument-type that is familiar from discussions of the autonomy of the ‘special sciences’ that has spawned a very large literature (e.g., Fodor 1974, 1997; Kim 2005; Loewer 2009; Menzies and List 2010; Robertson forthcoming). My argument has a premise about the redundancy of causal information given fundamental physics, so it doesn’t immediately generalize to efforts to defend the autonomy of other special science properties and relations. My argument takes its cue from the manifest difficulty of finding a theoretical role for causal regularities in light of the apparent fact that there are no two possible worlds that are wholly alike with respect to fundamental physics and yet unalike in what causes what. A robust defense of causation would involve finding some way to prevent causal relations being trumped by the underlying physics and nevertheless to acknowledge the proper deference of causal connections between particular events to the underlying nomic relations between global states of the world.

5 The Practical Role of Causal Models

The obvious option is to look, not to the metaphysics of causation, but to the epistemic and practical role of causal models. The key issue that then arises is what to say about the view we ought to take of causal models, if they go beyond physics in this non-metaphysical way.

One proposal would emphasise the role of causation in understanding. A non-causal physical model of some phenomenon might fail to be explanatory, in the sense of conveying understanding to the explainee, because whether a scientific

---

9 Barring the premise about the all-encompassing nature of fundamental physics, nothing in my argument bears on questions about the autonomy of, e.g., mental properties. There may be excellent reasons to suppose that physics isn’t complete when it comes to the description of those physical events that turn out to realize mental states, or thermodynamic states. Admittedly, should the grounds for autonomy of the special sciences involve the autonomy of causal explanations involving special science properties, those arguments may be collaterally damaged by my claim for the in principle dispensibility of causation.
explanation conveys understanding depends only partly on its theoretical content. It depends also in part on the conceptual resources available to the prospective explainee. An explanation that is theoretically redundant might nevertheless have utility if the explainee is not prepared to grasp a more fundamental explanation which trumps it. Doubtless causal concepts are more familiar to us than the equations of fundamental physics, and this proposal is surely correct as far as it goes. But for causation to properly ground a distinction between effective and ineffective strategies it seems like we will need a justification for invoking causal relations that is less tied to idiosyncratic conceptual inabilities of individual knowers.

Loewer suggests that the practical and epistemic rationale for special science models is that they

characterize aspects of the structure generated by the fundamental physical laws that are especially salient to us and amenable to scientific investigation in languages other than the language of physics. ... the autonomy/irreducibility of the special sciences ... must ultimately be due to facts and laws of micro-physics and to our epistemological situation in the world (Loewer 2009, 222)

Loewer suggests that the challenge of the (metaphysical) completeness of physics should be addressed by examining our standpoint. Moderate supplementers can be understood as offering a variety of attempts to clarify how our epistemic situation supports the use of causal models. They have tried to argue that causal models, even if they are in principle unnecessary, are needed in some more practical or derivative way. Two main families of moderates have presented themselves.

**Approximators** Some argue that we are justified in making use of causal models because they approximate the real physical explanation under certain conditions. Norton suggests that while causation cannot be recovered from our best science, ‘in appropriately restricted circumstances our science entails that nature will conform to one or other form of our causal expectations’ (2003, 13). Elga argues that causal models are ‘useful to us because so many systems can be treated as isolated from so much of their environments’ (Elga 2007, 111). Approximators thus appear to argue that causal models earn their keep through promoting the same goals as physical models – prediction and explanation – and are useful because they can be applied more easily and (under the right circumstances) without appreciable loss of accuracy. But a causal relation that arises only from approximate models is only as real as other entities which are restricted to approximate models: frictionless planes, Newtonian orbits,
Perspectivalists Others argue that causal models serve goals that we have as agents that physical models do not, and that their conditions of adequacy are linked essentially to this agental perspective. So, for example, Menzies argues that two physical situations could differ in which causal claims they support while being physical duplicates, due to differences in the context relative to which the causal claims are expressed (2007, 192–93). He ties these differences in context to differences in the course of events that is ‘normal or expected or is taken for granted’ (Menzies 2007, 220) by the person attributing causation. This context-sensitivity, Menzies thinks, is to be understood as showing that physics needs supplementation by information about such normal courses of events, information that is supplied by our expectations of what will happen if we don’t intervene. Menzies tentatively endorses the idea that causal relations are nevertheless real, though in part mind-dependent, given the involvement of expectations. Price (2007) is more full-blooded in endorsing perspectival realism, arguing that the deliberative perspective constitutive of our agency, and typical features of what we can know, requires us to make certain assumptions (such as the fixity of the past) that are not required by the physics alone. It is with the support of such assumptions that the outcomes of our interventions are established (Price 2007, secs. 10.7–8). Again, a mind-dependent feature, peculiar to deliberators constituted in roughly the way that we are, is understood to be part of what grounds certain causal claims. Finally, I also endorsed a kind of perspectival realism (Eagle 2007a, 185–87), tied to another aspect of our agential perspective: that we seek understanding and the concomitant ability to generalise our explanations to new scenarios (typically by representing our explanatory conclusions as counterfactual judgments). To do this requires abstracting away from details that might be highly relevant, physically speaking, and adopting a modally rich perspective that involves, once again, certain perspective-dependent assumptions about which details are important, and which are dispensable.10

I once found the perspectival approach deeply appealing. It appears to hold out the promise of both respecting the completeness of physics as a theory of things given ‘the view from nowhere’ (Nagel 1986), while simultaneously supporting the robust reality of causal relations, from the embedded perspective of agents with a particular epistemic position and a circumscribed sphere of influence. It would neatly thread the dilemma we now face. If causal notions aren’t fundamentally real, but only real ‘from our perspective’, we needn’t embark on any revision of fundamental physics. But if being real from a perspective is a way of being real, 10 The approximator/perspectivalist distinction may not be especially hard-and-fast – Norton (2003, 14) says that causes have a ‘derivative reality’, not so different from the kinds of things perspectivalists say.
we might have a notion of causation that is real enough to vindicate the causal models at the heart of the human sciences. This last contrasts with the approximator’s position that the our causal models merely approximate reality, without being in fact accurate; for those who want a more robust independence of the human sciences from any physical basis, the perspectivist view holds more appeal. But we must be wary of confusing a wish that perspectivalism be true, with an argument that it is.

Causal perspectivalists have some unfinished work to explain exactly what ‘real from a perspective’ is supposed to come to (Schaffer 2010, 848). One interpretation takes the view to be unashamedly metaphysical, a view perhaps close to Fine’s ‘relativism,’ the view that ‘Reality is relative to a standpoint; and for different standpoints there will be different realities’ (Fine 2005, 262). Such a version of perspectivalism will deny that fundamental physics is authoritative: physics might give us non-relative aspects of reality, but it will omit precisely those facts, like causal facts, that emerge only given an agential perspective. Yet the central conceit of ‘relative facts’ is hard to accept, especially in this case where (unlike other cases where relativism has been defended, such as tense or the first-person) there is no obvious non-analogical sense of a standpoint being invoked. It would be better to be able to do without radical metaphysics; or perhaps, if one is going to opt for a radical view, a radicalism that is tailored to causation (like that mentioned at the start of this section) seems better motivated.

But this reading of Price’s perspectivalism is not perhaps the most plausible; it might be more charitable to read him as committed, like Menzies is, to a kind of contextualism about cause. (Indeed, prominent interpretations of Price, like Ismael (2015), read him as committed to an explicit thesis that cause, like local or near, has some covert argument place filled in automatically by a contextually-given perspective.) The contextualist argues that the word cause is context-sensitive, so that ‘A causes B’ could expresses, relative to context c, something like ‘A raises the c-expected probability of B’. The role of context here is to supply just the supplemental ingredient we mentioned at the end of §3, namely, probabilistic or modal information. Contextualism has an advantage over theories which require explicit calculation of the relevant probabilities, if only because context can supply the probabilities to truth conditions directly without awareness on the part of the speaker. But this form of contextualist perspectivalism, while non-mysterious, doesn’t address the central worry that the propositions expressed are redundant given the physics: we still need some argument as to why the propositions expressed in context by causal claims can play an interesting role in our conceptual economy given their fundamental dispensability.

In my earlier paper, I suggested that a fictionalist approach might clarify perspectivalism:
utterances within a given perspective, just as utterances in a fiction, are to be interpreted semantically as if the content of the fiction were true, but not as representing that the content obtains actually. (Eagle 2007a, 188)

On re-reading my earlier discussion, it is far from clear how exactly I thought fictionalism related to perspectivalism, and on the face of it, there is a significant tension between the non-committal ontology of the typical fictionalist and the metaphysical radicalism of the perspectival realist. It is perhaps easier to see how contextualist perspectivalism is compatible with fictionalism. But as contextualism is a theory of truth-conditions – not of whether those conditions obtain – it is difficult to see how contextualist perspectivalism can in fact fulfill the perspectivalist promise to reconcile the completeness of physics with a robust commitment to causation. Perhaps there is a contrast between the context-insensitive language of fundamental physics, and the context-sensitive language of causation – but something more needs to be said about how that contrast could illuminate the metaphysics of causation.

However, while I’m less persuaded than my earlier self of the promise of perspectivalism, I continue to favour fictionalism as an approach to understanding the relation of causation to fundamental physics. In the remainder of this chapter, I want to try and develop the very preliminary remarks I made in 2007 a bit more, and really explain and attempt to justify a fictionalist approach to causation.

Before leaving other moderate supplementing approaches, I want to suggest that fictionalism may be helpful in understanding the approximator’s position also. For some approximators may wish to endorse the idea that causal models are models, in the same way that an ideal gas or a frictionless plane is a model: entities that are known to be unreal, but that are used to represent a target system with which they share certain explanatorily potent features. There is a considerable appeal to the idea that scientific models are like fictions, ‘creatures of the imagination’ as Godfrey-Smith (2009, 101) puts it (see also Contessa 2010; Frigg 2010). I will explore a fictionalist account of causation with some awareness of this potential application, but primarily with the goal of trying to offer an account of our construction and use of causal models that might vindicate our practice in the absence of a reduction to physics (or a Cartwright-style causal inflation of physics).

6 Fictionalism

There are many varieties of fictionalism (Sainsbury 2010; Eklund 2019; Kroon 2011; Caddick Bourne 2013). The fictionalism that interests me is an interpretative approach to an apparently entity-involving discourse D which
claims that those participating in D should not have (and perhaps, in the case of certain types of discourse, typically do not have) truth as their aim when they accept a sentence from D. The norm for acceptance is not truth – one can accept a sentence of D for the best of reasons, justifiably acting on it, using it in one’s theorising, drawing inferences and acting on those, and so on, but not actually believe it, since there are benefits other than truth for whose sake one should accept such a sentence. (Kroon 2011, 787)

This kind of view gets the name ‘fictionalist’ because this is an interpretative stance that can often be taken towards fictional discourse. Take the case of fully participatory engagement with fictional texts (Eagle 2007b, 128), e.g., in a seminar on Bleak House in which people describe people’s actions and speculate on their motivations without hedges like ‘according to Dickens’ or ‘in Bleak House’. It is implausible to suppose that these hedges are nevertheless there, covert and unpronounced. Fictionalism about fictional discourse ought not to be pursued using what Lewis termed ‘disowning prefixes’ (Lewis 2005, 315). That sort of account makes incorrect predictions about how participatory discourse about fictions embeds (R. Joyce 2005, 292–95), and how it interacts with our attitudes (Yablo 2001, 76), and about the flexibility of the conversational role of such utterances (Eagle 2007b, 131–33). So it is preferable to take the content of the sentences at face value.

Instead, fictionalism ought to be pursued by some strategy that allows these sentences to be uttered without being assertions, while looking for all the world as if they are. If there is an explicit ‘disowning preface’ that signals an entire body of utterances isn’t to be taken to have the force of assertion – such as Lewis’ example ‘I shall say much that I do not believe, starting now’ – then we needn’t look any further for grounds for fictionalism about those utterances. Sometimes the preface only conventionally implicates that the speaker disowns what is to follow; that I take it is the function of ‘once upon a time’ as a traditional opening to fairy tales.

Most discourses lack any obvious disowning prefix. Fictionalists about a given discourse typically need to figure out why someone might disown the entailments of what they say, in the absence of any preface assuring us that, for some reason, they do. Hence fictionalists have tended to attempt to come up with reasons why a given discourse might be worth pursuing in absence of any commitment by speakers to its content. These might be understood as reasons we might have for retaining the discourse once we discover it to be erroneous, or might be understood to be the reasons we’ve all along implicitly had for adopting that form of discourse in the first place. Either way, identifying such

---

11 Lewis (2005, 319) however thinks that even raising anti-realist metaphysical hypotheses about Fs prior to engaging in apparently F-committal discourse can suffice for disowning.

12 This is close to the distinction between revolutionary and hermeneutic fictionalism (Burgess and
a purpose for a given discourse is to try to come up with a standard for good
and poor contributions to the discourse that is distinct from the truth-normed
standards of non-fictionalistically interpreted discourse. Perhaps in the case
of participatory criticism in the classroom, the purpose of talking that way is
to foster imaginative engagement with the work without the distancing that
explicit mention of the fiction would encourage. The relevant norm is not to
assert truths, but to make your utterances those that facilitate the achievement
of this purpose, by allowing yourself and your classmates to suspend disbelief
and bring their considerable skills in folk interpersonal psychology to bear on
the fictional situation.

Fictionalism about a domain of discourse isn’t committed to thinking that the
norm of that discourse is the norm of fictional discourse. There are many pos‐
sible purposes for a practice, including linguistic practices. Fictionalists needn’t
think that fictionalism about a domain of discourse has to involve taking its point
to be the same as a discourse engaging with a work of fiction (Caddick Bourne
2013, 148). So understood, fictionalists needn’t discuss in detail the metaphysics
of fictional entities or the structure of operators like ‘in Bleak House...’, except of
course insofar as such discussions are helpful in generating suggestions about
how to understand their target domain of discourse. Similarly, while the attitude
fictionalists recommend taking to a given discourse must fall short of belief, it
needn’t be restricted to those attitudes, like pretending, that have been invoked
in the service of understanding fictional discourse.

A further important way in which fictionalists distance themselves from
paradigm cases of fictional discourse is in any commitment to an error theory
about the discourse. There need be no commitment to the falsity of any dis‐
tinctive claims in the discourse. (In fact, even fictionalists about fiction might
wish to reject an error theory for historical fictions, which may contain many
true historical details, or certain instances of postmodern ‘metatextual’ fictions,
which may well say true things about themselves.) Some fictionalisms may be
motivated by a conviction that some central parts of the discourse cannot be true –
moral fictionalists, for example, may be convinced that no properties could
function in the way moral properties are expected to. But to say of a discourse
that any assertion-like speech acts it involves don’t implicate belief, isn’t to say
that one should believe the contents of those acts to be false.

Given that we have distanced fictionalism from any requirement that distinct‐
ively ‘literary’ phenomena be involved, and we are treating discourses where, se‐
mantically, any disavowal of the content is at most present in a tacit preface, fic‐
tionalism ends up having a fairly thin characterisation. To be a fictionalist about
$F$ involves offering an orthodox semantics for $F$ discourse that is continuous with
the rest of the language, coupled with an unorthodox account of the norms gov‐
erning assertion-like speech in $F$ discourse. Fictionalism is thus a fairly broad church. But without any recourse to the conventions surrounding fiction (like filing a book under 'Fiction' in the library), or to the standard fictional attitudes of pretence or make-believe, would-be fictionalists are confronted with several questions about their approach to $F$ discourse.

**Disavowal** Why should we treat $F$ discourse as not requiring truth to be successful, nor as requiring its users to believe in its content?

**Retention** Why retain that discourse and continue talking of $Fs$, rather than stick with truth-normed discourse?

**Aim** What is the purpose of the discourse in the absence of an aim at truth?

**Attitude** What attitude should participants in the discourse take or be understood as taking? What is the assertion-like speech act involved?

Answers to these questions will constitute a characterisation of a species of fictionalism about $Fs$, and an argument for adopting fictionalism. If we can provide satisfactory answers to the first two questions, that provides a *prima facie* case for a fictionalist approach, at least in the presence of the auxiliary assumption that talk of $Fs$ should be given an semantics continuous with the rest of natural language. The ultimate case for fictionalism also requires that there be plausible answers to the second two questions. A plausible fictionalism will invoke attitudes that are psychologically realistic, speech acts that are at least arguably attested in other domains, and an aim that is a legitimate goal for a human practice. The questions aren't necessarily to be taken sequentially, however; if we cannot give a reasonable non-cognitivist account of the aim and attitudes involved in a discourse, we might well revisit the question of whether we ought to retain or disavow the discourse in the first place.

Proponents of fictionalism about various subject matters have been more or less dutiful in attempting to answer these questions. So moral fictionalists (Kalderon 2005; R. Joyce 2005) might say: we disavow moral discourse because of its queer metaphysics; we retain moral talk because precommitments to ‘exclude from practical deliberation the entertainment of certain options’ (R. Joyce 2005, 307) are an effective way to bolster the will to avoid socially and individually detrimental temptations; the purpose of moral discourse is to establish such precommitments; and we take an attitude to a moral claims $M$ which is approximately *deferring to $M$ as a guide in action*. Joyce thinks this last attitude is a kind of collective make-believe, where we choose to engage with the fiction of morality in order to establish certain dispositions in ourselves to react in ‘the moral way’. Many have questioned whether engaging with an explicit pretence does manage to inculcate the relevant dispositions.

Closer to our concerns is the proto-fictionalism about theoretical entities espoused under the name ‘constructive empiricism’ by van Fraassen (1980). His answers to our guiding questions are something like this, on my interpretation:
• We needn’t endorse (by believing) the content of theoretical entity claims because empiricism ensures that such claims could not amount to knowledge (which norms assertion);

• We ought nevertheless to retain theoretical entity discourse because being ‘totally immersed in a scientific world-picture’ (van Fraassen 1980, 81) is vital for the successful pursuit of scientific activity, both experimental and theoretical. Science proceeds best when scientists work with theories having claims about unobservable entities as part of their content, rather than working with bowdlerized theories only mentioning observables;

• The aim of science is the construction of ‘empirically adequate’ theories (theories that are accurate in what they say about observable phenomena); and

• The attitude involved is acceptance, amounting to a belief that a theory is empirically adequate, coupled with a practical decision to act more or less as if one believed the theory. The associated speech act seems to be something like assertion within the context of supposing the content of the theory:

> Even if you do not accept a theory, you can engage in discourse in a context in which language use is guided by that theory—but acceptance produces such contexts. (van Fraassen 1980, 12)

A satisfactory fictionalist theory of causation will answer our four questions. Most of these questions can be addressed by taking up points already made in the first half of this chapter. I particularly wish to revisit those earlier arguments in light of van Fraassen’s brand of fictionalism. It would not be wildly inaccurate to characterise my proposal here as a kind of constructive empiricism about causation, but where acceptance of causal models is keyed to our deliberative goals rather than scientific inquiry more generally.

We’ve rehearsed at length the reasons to think the causal talk cannot be given a fully realist treatment: physics is complete §4, but nothing in the physics corresponds to the relations of local determination characteristic of causation §§2, 3. Nothing in these observations tells us that causal models are incompatible with the underlying physics, so we don’t have an argument that we have to give up causal representations of the phenomena. But the completeness of physics does suggest that, equally, we cannot be required as a matter of theoretical adequacy to include causal relations in our global models of reality. Representing things

\[13\] While the attitude of acceptance involves belief in what’s said by a sentence with some kind of disavowing prefix – e.g., ‘So far as empirical adequacy is concerned, \(P\)’ – the content of what is accepted is just \(P\).
causally is optional. In the next section, I’ll argue that using causal representations is an option we should exercise; and in the final two sections §§8, 9, that the best way to balance the retention of causal thought and talk with their optional- ity is to treat them as a ‘useful fiction’ (cancelling, of course, the implication that disavowing a causal representation involves regarding it to be false). The point of causal representation isn’t to duplicate the function of fundamental physics; and fulfilling the function of fundamental physics isn’t all we want from a model of reality.

7 Retaining Causal Talk and Models

Nevertheless, we ought to retain causal talk and our deployment of causal models in situations of human interest. Our earlier discussion also showed that physical models don’t give us a good handle on the distinction between effective and ineffective strategies (§2). Interrogate the physics for a potential intervention with respect to some local outcome, and you get back a vast region containing every event of potential physical relevance to that outcome. Changing the character of the whole region is guaranteed to affect the outcome, but is practically infeasible. But the physics gives no guidance about which subregions are the most potentially effective loci of action. But that is precisely the information we want, and that causal models give us.

In Eagle (2007a, 177), I emphasised the importance of causal information for explanation. The way I’d now put the idea is this. The vast network of events of potential physical relevance is altogether too complex and detailed to be explanatory. This is not just because our understanding is too limited to grasp it, but because explanation itself is essentially an abstractive process. To explain an outcome is not to show that its physical antecedents necessitated it. Rather, we explain \( X \) when we answer a contrastive question: why \( X \) rather than some salient alternatives \( X',X'', \ldots \) (van Fraassen 1980, 127). The answer we give must cite some event on which the occurrence of \( X \) rather than \( X' \) depends: some event such that, had it not happened, some alternative to \( X \) would have occurred. Explanatory dependence appears to be a species of counterfactual dependence.

But counterfactual dependence may not suffice, as cases of Simpson’s paradox show. Suppose we are considering some statistics about college admissions. The real statistics are a bit more complicated (Bickel, Hammel, and O’Connell 1975), and I’m going to tweak the variables of interest to illustrate my point more clearly. Suppose we collect statistics on admission broken down by whether the applicant applied in the main round to start in the autumn, or for mid-year entry, starting in the spring. We see something like these statistics: overall, the chance of a mid-year entry applicant being admitted is 12.5%, while the chance of a main round applicant being admitted is just 10%. This might suggest that a relevant
explanatory factor of an applicant’s chance of admission is time of application: that a main round candidate might have had a higher chance of admission had they applied for mid-year entry instead. This might also suggest certain hypotheses, for example, that admissions committees favour mid-year applicants. But before jumping to policy recommendations, we look at the raw data in a more fine-grained way, broken down by department of application, as follows:

Table 1: Imagined admissions data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Admit/Apply: English</th>
<th>Admit/Apply: Spanish</th>
<th>Overall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mid-year</td>
<td>0/15</td>
<td>5/25</td>
<td>5/40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main round</td>
<td>6/135</td>
<td>10/25</td>
<td>16/160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>6/150</td>
<td>15/50</td>
<td>21/200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What we see is that, though overall main round applicants have a lower admission rate than mid-year applicants, they have a higher admission rate in each department to which they apply. This data suggests many hypotheses about why mid-year applicants apply in this distinctive way, but the hypothesis that they are favoured by admissions committees cannot be sustained. The driver here is that mid-year applicants apply preferentially to more competitive departments: most main round applicants apply to English, with a 4% admission rate, and most mid year applicants apply to Spanish, with a 60% admission rate. This additional information then suggests an opposing counterfactual: that had a main round candidate applied mid-year, they would have had a lower chance of admission.

These counterfactuals have contrary consequents; which is right? Arguably, both – in the appropriate contexts. Make the context explicit, and we see that both of these counterfactuals are true:

1. Had the applicant applied mid-year, they would have had a higher chance of admission – because had they applied then, they would have more likely applied differentially to less competitive departments.
2. Had the applicant applied mid-year, they would have had a lower chance of admission – because mid-year applicants have lower admission rates, holding fixed the department to which they actually applied.

Both counterfactuals might be true. But (2) is explanatory in a way (1) is not. This is because it holds fixed a causally relevant factor. As Cartwright notes in her discussion of the real data,

The difference between the two situations lies in our antecedent causal [assumptions]. We [assume] that applying to a popular department (one with considerably more applicants than positions)
is just the kind of thing that causes rejection. ... If the increased probability for rejection among [main round applicants] disappears when a causal variable is held fixed, the hypothesis of discrimination in admissions is given up... (Cartwright 1979, 433, slightly altered)

By contrast, though (1) it is true and tracks a genuine statistical association, it focuses on a feature – being a mid-year applicant – which we intuitively don't regard as causally significant. We may think that a fixed applicant is likely to have 'intrinsic' preferences between disciplines, but that the question of whether they apply mid-year or not is a more external and haphazard matter. There is no natural kind, 'mid year applicant' – by contrast, 'English applicant' seems a more natural category.

If this is right, then good explanations will invoke counterfactuals that are appropriately backed by causes. It will not do to explain why a given candidate was admitted by citing their status as a mid-year applicant. A better explanation cites the department to which they applied, and recognises that differences between admission rounds in the distribution of applicants to disciplines may play some role, but it is not a straightforwardly causal one. Causation is here essential for discriminating better explanations from worse, even in a broadly counterfactual approach to explanation.

What goes for explanation also goes for deliberation. An agent deciding what to do must balance the expected costs and benefits of various actions. Suppose an applicant is deciding when to apply to graduate school; having just missed the deadline for the main round, they slightly prefer to apply mid-year, rather than wait to the following year. But they vastly prefer being admitted to being rejected. This might summarise their preferences over various outcomes (act/state pairs), assigning numbers – *utilities* – roughly to track something like the degree of relative preferability, as in table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acts</th>
<th>States</th>
<th>Admitted</th>
<th>Rejected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apply mid-year</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apply next main round</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Evidential Decision Theory* says that, given these utilities for outcomes, you ought to choose the action that has the best subjective expected utility. The subjective expected value of an act's utility ('subjective expected utility', for short)
is the credence-weighted average utility of the act across all states. Because the credence of a state isn’t independent of the act, we need to use the conditional credence of the state given the act. The general framework is this. Given a potential act $A$, some background states $S_1, \ldots, S_n$, someone’s utility function $U$, and their credence function $P$ (a probability function), the expected utility of $A$ is defined:

$$SEU(A) \equiv \sum_{i=1}^{n} U(S_i \land A)P(S_i \mid A).$$

These numbers lead to decision in accordance with this proposed norm:

**EDT** You ought to perform the act that has the highest subjective expected utility of those open to you.

What the admissions example shows is that this norm goes awry. Applied uncritically, we might reason as follows:

We are trying to establish the relative merits of the acts apply mid-year $M$ and apply next year $N$, with respect to the outcomes of being admitted ($A$) or rejected ($\neg A$). The expected utility of applying mid-year is

$$SEU(Y) = U(A \land M)P(A \mid M) + U(\neg A \land M)(1 - P(A \mid M))$$

$$= 49 \times 5/40 + 1 \times 35/40 = 7.$$

The expected utility of applying in the next main round is

$$SEU(N) = U(A \land N)P(A \mid N) + U(\neg A \land N)(1 - P(A \mid N))$$

$$= 45 \times 6/160 = 4.5.$$

So we ought to apply in the mid-year round.

This looks like bad reasoning in light of the fact that in each department, applicants have better prospects in the main round. The overall statistics are correct, as far as they go, but are misleading, because the increased in probability of mid-year admission is an artefact of the way the statistics are analysed. As Cartwright noted, we ought to think not about whether mid-year application is *correlated* with admission, but with whether it *causally promotes* admission.\(^{14}\)

Cartwright does not offer a decision theory, exactly. She does offer a definition of ‘effective strategy’ (1979, 431): $S$ is an effective strategy for $G$ if the ex-

\(^{14}\) Some versions of EDT (Price 1986, 199; Ahmed 2014) counsel against using these statistics in setting one’s credences, and instead advise using the same statistics used by causal decision theory, as below. Whether these versions of EDT are ‘really’ non-causal, given the reasoning they deploy constraining the choice of appropriate probability function, and the deflationary version of CDT introduced below, is an interesting question.
pected conditional probability of \( G \) given \( S \) is higher than the expected unconditional probability of \( G \), where that expectation is calculated over a partition of the outcome space by the causally relevant background factors. Broadly following Skyrms (1980), this idea can be incorporated into a decision theory. This will be a version of *Causal Decision Theory*, though of a sort not so popular these days.

Let \( C = \{C_1, ..., C_n\} \) be a *causal partition*: a division of the outcome space into mutually exclusive, jointly exhaustive cells, such that each \( C_i \) specifies some way for the relevant causal background factors (those not at the time of decision under the agent’s influence) to be distributed. The partition will be one that an agent regards as a good way of thinking about the causal structure, in light of how they represent the situation. There’s no requirement that the partition reflect the ‘real’ causes, whatever those might be. Rather it reflects factors that this agent regards as the background against which they might act. Lewis (1981, 11) suggests that the members of this partition for a given agent could each be a ‘maximally specific proposition about how the things [the agent] cares about do and do not depend causally on [their] present actions’. Skyrms (1980, 133) gives a similar characterisation: the cells should be ‘maximally specific specifications’ of the factors outside the agent’s influence (at the time of decision) which are causally relevant to the outcomes. I take it that these descriptions will be satisfied if the cells of the partition are determined by whatever causal model of the decision situation is available to the agent. Given such a partition, let the \( C \)-expected credence of \( O \) given \( A \), relative to \( C \), be defined:

\[
P_C(O \mid A) \equiv \sum_{C_i \in C} P(O \mid A \land C_i)P(C_i).
\]

With this notion in hand, the needed change is simple: agents shouldn’t use their credences in outcomes given acts in deliberation: they should use their \( C \)-expected credences. The way to implement this is to define a new, causally-sensitive notion of expected utility, to sit alongside \( SEU \) (it’s just a definition, so can’t be right or wrong). The change we need is in our norm; rather than use \( SEU \) to evaluate possible acts, we should use this new notion. So let’s define the *subjective causally expected utility* by adapting our earlier definition of \( SEU \):

\[
CEU(A) \equiv \sum_{i=1}^{n} U(S_i \land A)P_C(S_i \mid A).
\]

In general, of course, \( P(O \mid A) \neq P_C(O \mid A) \). Then proposed norm is:

**CDT** You ought to perform the act that has the highest subjective causally expected utility of those open to you.

---

This definition is very close to one of Lewis’ reformulations of his causal decision theory (1981, 15).
Apply this to our admissions example. The background causal partition in our simple model is given by which department an applicant is to apply to: English (En) or Spanish (Es). Presumably it was once under the agent’s control to choose a major; having done so, they are no longer in any position to make a choice about which department to apply to. (This is vital, of course: for it blocks the agent from changing their intended department and thus exploiting the statistical quirk that makes mid-year entry look *prima facie* appealing.)

The relevant probabilities can all be extracted from the frequencies presented in Table 1:

\[ P(\text{En}) = \frac{150}{200} = \frac{3}{4}; \quad P(\text{Es}) = \frac{50}{200} = \frac{1}{4}. \]

Hence

\[ P_C(A \mid M) = P(A \mid M \land \text{En})P(\text{En}) + P(A \mid M \land \text{Es})P(\text{Es}) \]
\[ = \left(0 \times \frac{3}{4}\right) + \left(\frac{5}{25} \times \frac{1}{4}\right) = \frac{5}{100}; \quad \text{and} \]
\[ P_C(A \mid N) = P(A \mid N \land \text{En})P(\text{En}) + P(A \mid N \land \text{Es})P(\text{Es}) \]
\[ = \left(\frac{6}{135} \times \frac{3}{4}\right) + \left(\frac{10}{25} \times \frac{1}{4}\right) = \frac{2}{15}. \]

Now we can calculate \( CEU \) for our possible acts:

\[
CEU(M) = U(A \land M)P_C(A \mid M) + U(\neg A \land M)(1 - P_C(A \mid M)) \\
= 49 \times \frac{5}{100} + 1 \times \frac{95}{100} = 3.4; \quad \text{and} \]
\[
CEU(N) = U(A \land N)P_C(A \mid N) + U(\neg A \land N)(1 - P_C(A \mid N)) \\
= 45 \times \frac{2}{15} = 6. \]

The final step is to apply our new causal norm, which (in disagreement with EDT) recommends that you ought to apply in the main round, regardless of your chosen subject. The credences involved in rational decision should be causally informed, not merely reflecting the statistics, but reflecting how you as an agent are positioned with respect to those statistics. The bare fact that mid-year entrants have a higher success rate *simpliciter* doesn’t reflect the decision facing the agent. They are trying to decide what to do, holding fixed what they are assuming is no longer under their control, if it ever was – such as to which program they might be applying.

Most recently popular versions of Causal Decision Theory follow Gibbard and Harper (1978) in calculating expected utility using credences in causally-interpreted counterfactuals (Lewis 1981, 21–28; J. M. Joyce 1999; Hitchcock 2013), rather than using causally-informed credences. The counterfactual approach is however beset by various controversies and challenges, about the logic of counterfactuals and their interaction with conditional probabilities, that the causally-informed credence approach neatly sidesteps. The causal partition is of course rich in information that entails counterfactual claims (or at least, constrains the propositions they express relative to various contexts), and it may
well be possible to extract the Gibbard and Harper version of Causal Decision Theory from the Skyrms/Lewis/Cartwright theory. The version of CDT sketched here has the virtue of making the role of causal information and causal models especially prominent.

This has been a long excursion through the details of causal explanation and causal decision making. The details matter, because they show that appeal to causal information is unavoidable if we want theories of explanation and rational decision that gives correct verdicts about what to think or do in various clear cases, and hence might be a viable candidate to extend as a general purpose approach to explanation and deliberation. The overall argument for retention of causal notions is that our notions of rational choice and explanation are thoroughly permeated by irreducible causal notions. Causal information, drawn from our pre-theoretical background assumptions or (preferably) from properly tested causal models, is a precondition for explanation and deliberation to proceed in anything like the way we think they do. Conversely, if there were no agents in need of understanding, or no one needing to make choices, there may be no need to invoke causal models for any other purpose. Causal information is an essential precondition to taking a deliberative stance, but nothing in the physical laws necessitates that any agents take that stance.

The role of causal information in choice and explanation lies somewhat in the background. In the version of Causal Decision Theory sketched above, it plays a role in the delineation of a causal partition. In the counterfactual theory of explanation, it plays a role in characterising which contexts are such that true counterfactuals in them are explanatory – namely, those contexts in which the information held fixed under counterfactual assumptions is causally relevant to what needs explanation.

In neither case is the truth of the causal information at issue in the deliberative or explanatory project. In deliberation, what is centrally at issue for an agent is what to do; their decision turns on the actions available to them, and the impact of those potential actions on the outcomes they value. The framework above involves the agent antecedently making causal assumptions about how their actions lead to outcomes. But what is at issue in a claim about what it is rational for someone to do – what two rational agents might be centrally disagreeing about if they reach different verdicts about the right course of action – is the values they espouse and the credences they have. The broadly presuppositional role of causal information in explanation and deliberation means that the truth or falsity of causal claims is largely beside the point for agents. Having

---

16 In semantics, 'at issue' content is what is centrally said by a sentence, rather than incidental to, or presupposed or implied by it (Potts 2015).
causal presuppositions is enough to get the deliberative project off the ground; those presuppositions provide a framework for having an agential perspective.

Eliminativists about causation, like Russell, will deny the truth of these presuppositions, and argue that the deliberative project ought to proceed in some radically different way, relying only on physical structure, and not on any proposed ‘excess’ causal structure. I see no real prospect that this reconstructive ambition will be satisfied. Consider an attempt to pursue it within the decision theory sketched above. The background partition cannot be a causal one any longer, but must rather include background states of physical relevance that are not under the agents control. There are only two ways to proceed here.

- We can include every physically relevant background condition. This will give us an extremely fine-grained partition; indeed, under determinism, the partition will assign each possible physical model its own cell. This will enable us to define a notion of physically expected credence – if agents have credences over this extremely rich partition. Even if that unrealistic assumption is met, the partitions are so fine-grained that the background partition, for any proposed action \( A \), already entails \( A \). The physically expected credence of an outcome given an action reduces to just the expected credence of that outcome. When this credence is plugged into the \( CEU \) formula, we get the triviality that the expected utility of an action is just the expected value of a physical state – action falls out of the picture entirely, and this is no longer a theory of deliberation (rather it is a theory about what physical process you should hope take a course through your body and environment). As Price (2007, 281) puts it: a deliberator must think of ‘her own actions as ... not themselves determined by anything “further back”’. The fine-grained physical partition is such that each cell entails an action (or its negation). Accordingly the agent who uses this partition isn’t really deliberating, on Price’s view: they have credences in which bodily movements they’ll come to perform, and they have hopes and wishes about those prospects, but they can’t be deciding, as that involves the agent making it such that a certain action occurs, as it were ‘independently’ of its physical precursors. The deliberator whose background partition is fine-grained enough won’t be able to ignore the fact that this picture of choice simply doesn’t seem to be reconciled with the existence of a complete physical account of each bodily movement.\(^7\)
- If we don’t include every physically relevant background condition, we are back to the original admissions case with which we began, where spurious

\(^7\) Van Fraassen makes the related point that an omniscient being is not in the business of seeking explanations; there is necessarily some ignorance involved in any explanation – as well as some background assumptions taken for granted which determines the kind of explanation sought (van Fraassen 1980, 130).
associations between variables which are physically real must be regarded as candidates to guide credence in decision, as in EDT. The existence of intuitively ‘better’ choices of background variables is irrelevant in the absence of physical grounds to privilege those variables. If we somehow try to make use of all possible selections of potential background information, our decision theory will be worryingly non-committal about which actions are rationally preferable.

Neither of these approaches is satisfactory for us. Either we aren’t offering an account that helps us make decisions, or we offer an account which is subject to counterexample. The invocation of causal information makes for a useful and plausible decision theory.

The case for retention of causal models in the face of their redundancy in the face of physics boils down to the fact that for agents like us, causal models provide non-redundant background information that is vital for intuitively defensible choices and explanations. The content of the ‘causal fiction’ is something like this: that there is a privileged way of partitioning the space of outcomes that reflects the background causal structure. Adopting this fiction overtly, or implicitly presupposing it, is a necessary precondition for us to do anything that resembles deliberation and explanation.

This case for retention of causal notions is basically that we couldn’t rationally deliberate without them. But we also need some guarantee that rational deliberation is a viable strategy; that our world isn’t fundamentally hostile to limited agents like those we take ourselves to be. The case that the world is approximately causal would provide such a guarantee, vindicating a deliberative stance as a good trade-off between accuracy and implementation. We discussed part of this case in §3 when discussing the fact that, by and large, many physical systems can be treated as if they were (quasi-)isolated, and hence approximated by a local causal model.

8 The Aim of Causal Models

According to van Fraassen, there is no prospect of empirical knowledge of theoretical entities. Norms governing assertion then forbid us from asserting claims about theoretical entities. What then is the rationale for continuing to make, in an assertion-like way, claims about theoretical entities? Van Fraassen suggests: full immersion in theoretical entity discourse facilitates achieving the aims of the science, namely, the development of empirically adequate theories. Van Fraassen is, on my reading, a causal fictionalist, as causal relations are unobservable, posited to explain observed correlations and patterns. We could follow van Fraassen and argue that the aim of a causal model is just the aim of science more generally: empirical adequacy.
This wouldn't be a wholly satisfactory answer for us. For one thing, the arguments above don't involve anti-realism about theoretical science; causal fictionalism is compatible with robust realism about physics. For another, as just discussed at length, causal models seem to play a distinctive role in our cognitive economy. They are retained not because they help us with 'science' in general, but with particular applications of scientific knowledge. A good account of the aims of causal models, and the human sciences more generally, would explain how invoking causal notions in deliberation and explanation conduces to that aim.

The obvious thought given what we've already argued is that the aim of constructing causal models is to enable effective deliberation and explanation. I've already suggested that without causal assumptions, we may not even get activities that are recognisable to us as deliberative. So in order to facilitate our competent participation in an activity that is fundamental to limited agents like ourselves, we need to make assumptions about the background fixed causal structure against which we consider our options and evaluate candidate explanations.

Our causal models need not be true to play this role. But even very modest externalistic constraints on explanation and deliberation must say that rational choice and successful explanation cannot float wholly free from worldly matters. (Perhaps some literary fictions are measured by wholly internal standards of achievement, with their aims not involving truth even in part, but I don't think the causal fiction could be like that.) Just as the constructive empiricist says that successful science should be true in what it entails about observable matters, the causal fictionalist should I think say that successful causal models ought to be physically adequate: true in what they entail about physical matters. The causal relations they involve is excess structure from the perspective of physics, but the correlations and patterns of occurrence between variables that a causal model entails should ideally agree with what an ideal physics would entail about the situation.

This means that Humean physical patterns, such as relative frequencies and regularities about associations between event types, must be accurately predicted by a causal model that is successfully meeting the aims of causal modelling. This means at least that:

1. The pattern of probabilistic associations in a causal model must be statistically accurate to the observed frequencies (§1). This notion of accuracy doesn't require perfect match with observed frequencies, only that the theoretical probabilities should fit the frequency evidence.
2. Causal relations support counterfactuals; these must agree with the results any experimental interventions designed to test dependencies (such as RCTs), as well as agree with any counterfactual dependencies that follow from the underlying physics under certain idealizing approximative
assumptions. For example, the assumption of physical isolation or quasi-isolation allows us to extract counterfactuals from physical models, because it in effect characterises some possible differences between models as gratuitous, and facilitates our focus on a subclass of models that then fix what would happen under a certain intervention (§3). So we certainly want any acceptable causal model to be true in what it says about isolated local systems.

Those are empirical constraints on causal models, helping us decide which models we might accept. We also want to evaluate their outcomes, in the sense that a good causal model should facilitate effective choice, at least in the long run, by an agent’s own lights. So any successful causal model \( M \) should be such that an agent whose credences are well-regulated (either well-calibrated (van Fraassen 1983) or well-matched to their expectation of the chances (Lewis 1986)), and who accepts a causal partition based on \( M \), should in the long run not do systematically worse than they would have if they had relied on some other candidate causal model. That is, adequate causal models must be among the best available to the agent in terms of serving their deliberative ends. This conception of adequacy means that an adequate causal model can come to be inadequate if better rivals are constructed, so perhaps we might say that a model is inadequate if there is some extant rival such that in the long run those who use the rival to set their credences tend to achieve valuable outcomes (according to them).

9 The Fictionalist Attitude

I have already indicated that fictionalists need not take an attitude of ‘making believe’ or pretence to the content of the fiction (§6). Given what I’ve said, especially about the role causal models play in practice, we need an attitude that is not wholly non-committal, but which is such that taking that attitude to different models could lead to different actions.

Van Fraassen suggests an attitude he calls acceptance as the appropriate one to take to scientific theories:

\[
\text{to accept a theory is (for us) to believe that it is empirically adequate— that what the theory says about what is observable (by us) is true. (van Fraassen 1980, 18)}
\]

This is the cognitive component of acceptance; to accept \( P \) just is to believe some weaker proposition \( \&P \). But to accept a theory is linked with practice in a way that belief in the weaker proposition is not, because it is also associated with a practical commitment to deploy the theory in scientific reasoning (rather than to deploy only the claim that things are empirically just as if it were true).
It involves ‘a commitment to confront any future phenomena by means of the conceptual resources of this theory’ (van Fraassen 1980, 12).

Of course causal fictionalists would be well-advised not to use van Fraassen’s notion, because many causal models with merely unobservable differences might nevertheless lead to different counterfactual predictions, and hence different recommendations in action. But there is an obvious candidate attitude in the vicinity, given what we’ve said about the aims of causal science:

**Guidance** To be **guided** by a theory is to believe that it physically adequate, and to undertake to frame decision problems and explanations using causal and counterfactual information provided by the theory.

This commitment is implemented in a distinctive way in our discussion above. Recall that causal propositions are not directly the objects of credence in our framework. Rather, causal propositions establish the background structure, either selecting a privileged partition of the outcome space or structuring what is held fixed under counterfactual suppositions. In neither case are we invited to consider any propositions with ‘causation’ as a constituent. In the admissions example, the partition was over a family of propositions about the department applied to – not over propositions about how the department applied to is causally related to your admissions prospects. Likewise in explanation; the explanatory counterfactual is the one evaluated in a context in which the department applied to is held fixed because it is a causally relevant factor – but no propositions about causally relevant factors are themselves objects of credence. The notion of guidance above fits this neatly. That consequences of coming to be guided by a theory aren’t exhausted by changes in one’s cognitive attitudes, but also involve the choices about framing one makes, which may not appear in one’s credences in any obvious way. Full belief too might lead one to the same sort of framing, but that would differ from guidance precisely on the question of belief in the theory.

To engage quasi-assertorically in causal discourse is to express your commitments. To say, ‘which department you are applying to is among the contributing causes of whether you will be admitted’ is, on this view, to express your commitment to a certain causal partition, and (also) a recommendation to your hearers to adopt the same commitment. According to Joyce, moral fictionalists make moral claims to bolster, at an individual and group level, the precommitments those moral claims embody. Likewise, causal fictionalists make causal claims to endorse certain structural assumptions as approvable in practical activities.

This may be contentious, as this kind of expressive function for causal language may seem to be invoking a novel speech act not elsewhere attested. However, I wonder if this is actually a by-product of too narrow a conception of assertion. If the causal fictionalist is right, there are two different kinds of attitudes
that both broadly endorse the content of a claim – believing/having high credence in the claim, and adopting that claim to scaffold one’s beliefs/credences. If assertion is (roughly) the speech act one opts for in wanting to endorse the content of what one says, then it may be that some assertions all along were attempts to endorse their contents as apt choices to scaffold one’s credal structure. This idea would require further development, but I’m sufficiently assured by it to be confident that there is a defensible interpretation of causal discourse as not committing all of its participants to overt belief in causal claims.

10 Conclusion

Fictionalist proposals are very alluring to metaphysicians. They hold out the promise of avoiding commitment to problematic entities while keeping the benefits of talking about them. After an initial flurry of interest in fictionalism about possible worlds (Rosen 1990), numbers (Yablo 2001), and morality, the discussion waned somewhat. No doubt this is partly to do with philosophical sociology and fashion – perhaps the rise of grounding? (Which has itself recently been offered a fictionalist treatment: Thompson (2021).) But it is also due to the difficulty of spelling out decent grounds for scepticism about $F$s while making a powerful case that $F$ talk yields irreplaceable benefits. I think the discussion above illustrates this; the long subsection on retention (§7) was largely devoted to trying to show that non-causal explanation and decision was insufficient on its own. That section was hard but I think necessary work before we can reap the purported benefits of fictionalism.

One major issue tempts further inquiry. We’ve seen that the indispensability of causation is intimately bound up with counterfactual and probabilistic information. If we’ve been lead to fictionalism about causation, ought we, for consistency’s sake, also be fictionalists about modality? Some time ago, Stalnaker said:

Sometimes I am tempted to believe that there is only an actual world. But we do represent to ourselves pictures of ways that things might be, or might have been, and this practice is not just the idle exercise of our imaginations; it is central to some of our more serious activities such as giving scientific explanations of how and why the actual world works the way it does. (Stalnaker 1979, 354).

This might form the germ of a modal fictionalism that really deserves the name: a view on which modal distinctions themselves are artefacts of a representational stance that is pragmatically unavoidable for us. Such a project is radical enough to make causal fictionalism seem mundane, but would seem to be motivated by some of the same concerns leading us to causal fictionalism here.\textsuperscript{18}

\textsuperscript{18} Thanks to an anonymous referee and Yafeng Shan for comments, and particularly to Yafeng
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